Dark Web Certification

Securely access and navigate the Dark Web
Learn how to safely access, navigate and find information on the Dark Web

The Dark Web is a section of the internet, which is not accessed with a regular browser. Connections are often encrypted and anonymised and criminal activity has flourished in this space. As a result, it has become increasingly important for IT professionals within corporations and those involved in public sector investigations to have the skills and knowledge to securely monitor the Dark Web.

Dark Web Foundation is a hands-on introductory course, in which a fictional organization, complete with its own website, is used as the context for assignments and case studies.

Drawing on practical experience of high-level security experts and researchers, at the end of the course participants will be able to access, navigate and obtain information from the Dark Web.

Who Is It For?

The Dark Web Training and Certification is an entry-level course, which has been designed for those who want to learn how to securely use the Dark Web. It will be particularly relevant for Information Security professionals, or those in law enforcement and the public sector who would like to monitor the Dark Web.

Find out more online at: apmg-international.com/dark-web

Dark Web Foundation Overview And Learning Outcomes

- Learn about the technology behind the Dark Web
- Use software and tools to discover hidden sites and services
- Understand the business dynamics of Dark Markets and how Bitcoin is used
- Gain insight into cyber-crime investigations through real-world scenarios

Qualifications Available

- Foundation - multiple choice

You may also be interested in:
- GCT Certification
- Cloud Computing
- ISO/IEC 27001
- ISO/IEC 20000

This course was developed in conjunction with the Netherlands Organisation for Applied Scientific Research (TNO), the first scientific research institute to partner with INTERPOL to combat cybercrime.

Professional certifications designed to help individuals and their organizations perform more effectively.

visit apmg-international.com